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PLAN IS BOTCHED AND AN ALTERNATIVE PUT IN PLACE.

WATCH

Hatonn present to walk with you
through the valley of shadows that
you can find your way. I come in
service unto you, my brothers, and
in humble and total service unto
God. So be it.
God has sent you help--will you
hear our call? On the “watch” today
I shall remind you of some most
evident and pertinent facts:
** The economy is being held in
some manner of hype until after the
November elections.
** The price of gold is only down
while Russia is selling a large
amount of the metal to raise
needed funds. IT IS NOW TIME
;OERJY!
THE PRICE IS FURBROUGHT
BEING
DOWN TO ENABLE THE ELITE
TO TRANSFER
THEIR FUNDS
FROM
INVESTMENTS
IN
MARKET STOCKS AND INTO
GOLD. THAT IS YOUR PROOF
THAT
THE
INTENT
IS TO
TAKE
IT “THROUGH
THE
ROOF”.
YOU MUST UNDERSTAND. HOWEVER,
THAT WE CAN ONLY
WORK
WITH
PROBABILITIES
AGAINST THAT WHICH IS ALREADY LAID FORTH IN THE
ELITE’S”
“ESTABLISHMENT
IT IS A TIME OF
PLANS.
CHAOTIC
CHANGES
AS ONE

IF YOU GET THOSE INCUMBENT
CRIMINALS OUT OF THEIR CEMENTED PLACES IN CONGRESS
AND YOUR STATE HOUSES, YOU
HAVE A GOOD CHANCE
TO
CIRCUMSTANCES.
CHANGE
THIS, OF COURSE, IS BECAUSE
THE NEW “RULERS” WILL NOT
BE AS BRAVE AS THE ENIF THE
TRENCHED CROOKS.
PUBLIC
SPEAKS
LOUDLY
ENOUGH, THE VOICES SHALL
BE HEARD AND YOU CAN REGAIN CONTROL
FOR THOSE
REMAINING
IN POWER
WILL
TAKE NOTE. IT IS UP TO YOU TO
ACT FOR THE WORST FINANCIAL IMPACT IS YET TO HIT YOU
IN THE PROBLEMS
OF THE
BANKS, INSURANCE COMPANIES
PENSION/RETIREMENT
AND
SYSTEMS!!
BEWARE:
PLANS ARE TO
GIVE YOU SOME INCREDIBLE
“EMERGENCY”
DISASTERS
PRIOR TO THAT NOVEMBER
ELECTION
DATE, TO BRING
THE PUBLIC TO YOUR KNEES
IN PRAYERFUL
BEGGING TO
THE ELITE FOR FUNDS TO
REGAIN STABILITY.
THEYARE
TRULY CONSIDERING
A MASSIVE OUAKE ON THE HAYWARD
AND SAN ANDREAS FAULTS TO
KEEP
CALIFORNIANS
FROM
THE POLLS. YOU THINK THEY
WOULD
NOT DO SUCH
A
THING?
THINK AGAIN!
NOT
ONLY WOULD THEY DO IT--IF
1
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YOU DON’T REVEAL
THEIR
PLANS PUBLICLY, THEY WILL
DO IT! YOU ARE BEING MANIPULATED
IN ORDER
TO
KEEP THE SUPPORT
CRIMINALS IN OFFICE THROUGH
THIS COMING ELECTION.
I HEREIN
REPEAT
SOMETHING: THE MONEY STOLEN
IS HIDDEN BY THE ONES WHO
THIEVED IT. AS A NATION YOU
MUST RISE UP AND DEMAND
THE CROOKS WHO TOOK IT TO
RETURN IT AND YOUR DEBT
AND DEFICITS WILL BE PAID IN
FULL AS THEY HAVE MAN&
FACTURED ENOUGH MONEY TO
MATCH ANY MISSING FUNDS.
YOU WILL FIND IT ALL IN THE
CONTROL OF THE ELITE-REMOVED INTO THE HANDS OF
THE FOREIGN “MASTERS”-TRY
LONDON AND THE SWISS BANKS
AS WELL AS TUCKED NICELY
INTO INVESTMENTS
AND THE
WORLD BANK. BEGIN WlTH THE
RESERVE
AND
FEDERAL
CONGRESS
AND
YOU WILL
BRING STABILITY AGAIN UNTO
YOUR NATION--YOU
STmT
BY
GETTING RID OF INCUMBENTS
WHO HAVE BEEN IN OFFICE
I.E.: THE PICKLES,
ETC.
PLEASE

TAKE

CRANSTONS,

NOTE

Members of Congress themselves
continue
to collect fat pension
checks, EVEN IF THEY ARE
CONVICTED
CRIMINALS!
Un-

til you change that, dear ones, you
will have criminals in the seats of
government!
There is NO reason
to cease to criminalize for you forgive and pay them for your misery.
Think most carefully about this
thing which is consuming your very
existence.
As millions of workers fear, rightfully so as we will outline shortly,
for the health of their pension
plans--targeted by corporate raiders
as cash cows and abetted by a
Congress content to do nothing as
the catastrophe unfolds.
If a member of Congress is convicted of a felony (even one connected to his official duties) he or
she can still pick up a hefty taxpayer-financed
pension
when
reaching retirement age--which the
majority of “old” Congressmen have
done.
The payments,
based upon the
number of years the law-breakers
have served in Congress, and regularly adjusted to reflect cost of living increases, provide the shamed
solons with a generous
subsidy.
Further, as the crimes were being
committed
there
are
always
“arrangements” on the side to be
provided with luxurious living facilities (as with Reagan) and influential jobs within the “industries”
they supported during their tenure
in the government.
James Wright,
for instance, lives in a wealthy
manner
and makes
well over
$600,000 annually.
I suppose that
might be worth a little “humble-pie
eating”!
Funny thing about the laws, and
this should point out how bad the
situation has become: under current law TREASON is the ONLY
offense
for which members
of
Congress can be denied their pensions. THAT SHOULD INCLUDE
THE WHOLE OF CONGRESS!
Even those ones you think (and
themselves
believe)
are serving
well, have removed your existence
into the hands of a national

Congress when the right of law is
within your Sovereign
STATES!
So, therefore,
ALL
COMMIT
TREASON
WHETHER
BY IGNORANCE OR TOTAL INTENT!
STUDY YOUR CONSTITUTION!!!
We shall give a bit of credit to one
efforting
representative,
John
Porter (R-Ill.) who is seeking to put
an end to this scandal.
I suggest
you take note for it has not even
been considered prior to the election wherein a lot of old longstanding Congressmen
might well
be put to pasture this fall. Mr.
Porter has a bill which would prevent
lawmakers
from
receiving
their federal pensions if they are
convicted of a felony.
The bill, H.R. 4292, would refund
members’
own contributions
to
their own pension funds but would
return any government
contributions to the U.S. treasury.
A very
mild measure indeed.
You $&l believe this does not happen? Well, here are a few smatterings of ones who are basically
not recognized for the real culprits
don’t get put on the list publicly for
a very long period of time. Real
crime allows a trip to Club Fed and
good cover-up on a continuing basis--if one is dangerous to the Establishment, that one gains a lethal
brain tumor, assassination, suicide
and/or worse--but the pension goes
on to the widows and orphans for
services rendered
in the line of
duty.
Ex-Rep. Cornelius Gallagher (DN.J.), income tax evasion--still receives $52,986 annually. I suppose
that makes Red Foxx and Willie
Nelson feel “real” good.
Ex-Rep. Charles Diggs (D-Mich.),
misappropriated
government funds
and took kickbacks from his own
staff--$49,668 a year.
Ex-Sen.
Harrison
Williams
(DN.J.), convicted of accepting a bribe
of sizable amount--$48,720.
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Ex-Rep. John Murphy (D-N.Y.),
convicted of accepting more than
$50,000 in one bribe--$48,504.
Ex-Rep. Richard Hanna (D-Calif.),
convicted of accepting a bribe-$36,420.
Now, dear ones, these are convictions on only ONE count.
This
does not require
return of any
funds stolen and by the time there
is court procedure,
the money
taken is well tucked away in unfindable locations and corporations.
If
there is a conviction
on ONE
COUNT, you can be sure that there
are multiple counts unmentioned.
Remember also, that there are additional ex-lawmakers found guilty
of felonies
who have not yet
reached retirement
age but who
will begin receiving
taxpayer-financed pensions. These public servants come from the four directions
of the wind as to geographic location!
I believe you can see why no one
wishes to take a stand AGAINST
the blight--ALL
BUT A TINY
FEW
ARE
GUILTY
OF A
FELONY OFFENSE.
This, further, is WHY a budget
waited for finalizing until “after the
fact”--to get it passed without attention to individuals, so many are
guilty of treason against you the
people!
L
SCANDAL TO DWARF
S&L CRISIS
We will speak of things herein that
follow as night follows day and the
problems of the banking industry,
as recognized
separate from the
S&L%. I shall speak of the looting
of the PENSION/RETIREMENT
FUNDS! I shall, however, use data
which you c&t check and confirm
from April, 1990, because a careful
effort is being made to hide all current figures until after elections in
November.
This problem
will
dwarf the S&L crisis.

The administration
officials are
constantly meeting behind closed
doors to plan emergency measures
against the day when “the public finally realizes its retirement money
is being stolen” in larger amounts
than through the S&L’s.
White House Chief-of-Staff
John
Sununu (he gets his share of attention these days) has been alerted
and is totally frantic by memoranda
warning that the nation’s pension
funds, worth some $1.6 TRILLION
in aggregate, have been “looted by
fraud and abuse that will dwarf the
savings-and-loan
scandal when it
comes to light”, as Labor Department Inspector General Raymond
Maria put it in a report finding its
way to the public in early April,
1990.
Under the “take the money and
run” ethics of the Reagan era, regulators and auditors are “blocked and
thwarted” when they attempt to
protect pension plans from plunder
by “unscrupulous
promoters
and
speculators”. This according to the
inspector general, whose office polices some 870,000 private retirement programs nationwide,
in a
follow-up memo.
And if you believe these ones have efforted to
stop the plunder--please contact me
for a cheap deal on the Golden
Gate Bridge, right after the earthquake!
The “stampede of corporate greed”
that makes a “a practice of stripping
cash from employee old-age funds”
was denounced by more than one
senator at a recent series of hearings into attempts by the new owners of the Coleman Corp. and other
firms to skim tens of millions of
dollars from the so-called surplus of
their pension plans.
Remember,
herein we are only giving examples
which can be checked out on your
placement so as to not confuse information from “radio” signals, or
telephone communications.

FORMER

FBI AGENT

While Maria, a former FBI agent,
did not specify the “unscrupulous
promoters and speculators” he cited
in his
reports,
administration
sources and congressional
investigators speaking privately made it
clear that his indictment was aimed
at the junk bond financiers and
market
manipulators
who have
taken over some of the best-known
old-line U.S. corporations.
Explained Dr. Aldo Milinkovich, a
former treasury auditor who is now
a Wall Street financial services analyst: “Ten years ago, the Bulova
Watch Co., Revlon Cosmetics, the
McCrory Corp., National Forge,
Pacific
Lumber
Co.,
Standard
Gravure, to name just a tiny few
well-known firms, all had generously endowed,
dependable
retirement plans for their employees.
“But during the Reagan years, all
these pension funds were gutted
and closed.
What the employees
got instead are so-called annuities
serviced by private providers.”
Apart from the disadvantage that
annuities generally pay fewer and
smaller benefits
than employerowned retirement
plans, they are
hazardous.
If the insurance company that has contracted to provide
them runs into financial trouble,
the payments stop and, insurance
companies
are sometimes
established in order to go defunct to
obviate payments. There is no federal insurance or state compensation to aid elderly workers who are
suddenly left without an income in
their shadow years.
“That is what will happen to aging
employees in every one of those
long-familiar
work-places,
from
Bulova to Revlon to Nabisco, etc.,
if the firm that services their annuities, Executive Life Insurance Co.,
for instance, sails into rough waters--where it already sits atop the
sand-bar. This is not just speculation; Executive Life is a subsidiary
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of First Executive Corp., a CALIFINANCIAL
SERFORNIA
VICES OUTFIT KNOWN AS A
MAJOR JUNK BOND PLAYER!”
On April 10 First Executive announced that it had lost nearly $1
billion in 1989 on total revenues of
$1.9 billion--a dizzying drop, due
mostly to the collapse of the junk
bond market. “This is a big insurance outfit, and it isn’t busted yet,
but it may be headed that way”, says
Michael Dennison, a Wall Street
securities dealer who follows insurance stocks.
“If it goes belly up,
nearly 70,000 workers for whom it
services
annuities
will be left
stranded.” I further suggest to you
who like a challenge--check into the
involvement
of a law firm called
Shea and Gould. I further suggest
that some of you check into the
level of knowledge of all the rip-off
scams with judicial involvement
from a firm called Bunker, Byrum
& Kimball in Bakersfield, California, if you want to have a bad case
of hives. Dharma and Oberli have
been set-up and ripped-off by the
thieves from onset of their case regarding their property!
Somehow,
this little law-firm in this AllAmerican village can afford an entire top floor of the most luxurious
building in the city. You do not
glean that kind of income from
standing forth in behalf of the
‘wronged public”. So be’it. Ones
affiliated with those leeches should
look within and see what God
might have done for thee and reconsider actions and locations!
Is
security through deceit and plunder
worth thine very souls? Again, so
be it. The breath of God given in
truth for service can as easily be removed!
This is for those who
would deliberately turn from truth
and God’s service as well as away
from the true intent of the Constitutional Justige System. There will
be no peace within for those who
sell of their souls unto the devil!
There are a number of other major
providers--national
inannuity
surance firms such as Cigna, Pru-

dential, Aetna and Equitable--who
have loaded down their portfolios
with junk bonds in these recent
years so beware as the dominos begin to fall!
ALERT:
FEDERAL AUTHORITIES, WHO MAINTAIN A MINIMAL SAFETY NET FOR SOME
40 MILLION WORKERS IN THE
NATION’S
PENSION
PLAN
SYSTEM
UNDER
THE
PENSION
BENEFIT
GUARANTY
CORP., WILL ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY
FOR ANY RETIREE WHOSE OLD-AGE PLAN
HAS BEEN EXCHANGED
FOR
THE SORT OF ANNUITY
SERVICES PROVIDED BY FIRST EXECUTTVE AND OTHER INSURANCE FIRMS.
OTHER

WAYS TO ROB YOU

Skimming off the “surplus” from a
pension fund and trading in the rest
for a cheaper annuity program is by
no means the only way speculators
and fast buck financiers chisel uncounted millions from the hardearned old-age reserves of the nation’s workers.
When FBI agents and bank examiners seized the giant CenTrust
Savings Bank in Miami in March,
1990, they found that its chairman,
David Paul, another leading junk
bond financier, had exchanged the
stocks and bonds in the employee
retirement
account with CenTrust
shares--securities
which are now,
with CenTrust insolvent, just about
worthless.
Paul is only a typical
pension fund pirate which should
give you worse hives.
Paul spent tens of millions of company dollars on personal luxuries
that
were
nothing
short
of
grandiose: teams of famous European chefs were flown to Miami for
his dinner parties, million-dollar
artworks for his mansion, a $10
million yacht (studded with gold
nails in the master deck suite)--all
this extravagance
while CenTrust
Bank was washing down the drain.

Now thousands of ordinary Americans who work for CenTrust and its
subsidiaries will not just find themselves jobless, the elderly and exhausted among them who are eligible for a modest retirement
will
face a gutted pension fund and declining years of poverty.
Horror show: like so many Reaganera money magnates, Paul WAS
NOT EVEN A BUSINESSMAN
OR A FINANCIER; he was a parasite who preyed on the nation’s resources. Bush and his aides know
this and they expect a storm of outrage and protest when the public
finds out about the pension fund
scandal. Therefore, all means possible are being employed to keep it
from public knowledge until the
“dictatorship”
is more firmly in
place and fall elections are over! IT
IS UP TO YOU THE PUBLIC!
WHO

The reason, dear hearts, is that you
still do not understand the absolute
ENORMITY of the damage done,
and will not react personally until
your own taxes are hiked to pay for
the cleanup--which
will now be
endless!
People will, however, definitely react with unbounded
anger when
their pension checks bounce because some corporate
crook has
cleaned out the account--never
to
be seen again. That is exactly what
is happening to the nation’s pension funds. The specter of imminent collapse of the nation’s retirement funds is scaring the politicians greatly and, as you will hopefully note from the above, they are
already deep at work in distractions, war planning and instigation
and instituting
other
plans for
“DAMAGE
CONTROL”
against
public outrage.

WAS SLEEPING?

A greater mystery of mysteries is
why Americans have not yet risen
up in righteous wrath over the collapse of the nation’s S&L’s--you
just go along while name-calling
continues in Congress and nothing
is done except charge the taxpayer
more and more and more.
Who
has fallen asleep at the wheel while
the pension funds of the hardworking, tax-paying citizens were
being looted by thieves in threepiece suits? Where were the people when the Banks were being destroyed?
Oh, you want to blame
God’s Hosts for allowing you to
sleep on and on and on?
WE
TRIED, BROTHERS,
WE CERTAINLY
TRIED
AND
YOU
SHOT AT OUR SCRIBES AND
DENOUNCED
THE TRUTH AS
“THE
GREATEST
FRAUD
AGAINST MANKIND!” AH YES,
WE HAVE
TRIED
UNCEASINGLY!
WHERE HAVE YOU
THE PUBLIC BEEN IN YOUR
DAZE
OF SLEEP-WALKING?
ATTENDING
THE WORLD SERIES
AND
SUPER-BOWL,
PERHAPS?
SO BE IT.
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They should be making, instead,
plans to restore the health of the
pension funds themselves and for
calling to account the thieves who
have brought this collapse; billions
of dollars have simply disappeared,
the perpetrators
are going unpunished, and the public is getting the
proverbial “shaft”. So what else is
new, Hatonn? Oh yes, dear hearts,
there are measures which could set
it to right--if you insist on it being
done.
Who’s responsible?
Start at the
top.
The President may CLAIM
that he inherited the problem from
his predecessor, but he has been in
office for two years now and, so far,
no action.
Congress
has been
aware of the problem since its inception and has been content to let
it fester and churn. Again, no acAnd the corporate
pirates
tion.
who have actually taken the money
are still free and enjoying the fruits
of their immoral and illegal enterprises, having scattered the funds
most carefully against recovery into
the nations of the world and hidden
corporations.
When will you the
people learn to play the game?

Why are you always the loser? Why
must God’s work always be forfeited?
We give you instructions
and you act as if we have handed
you the poison cup--WILL
NO
ONE ACT
IN BEHALF
OF
GOD???
All of these people involved should
be held liable for violation of the
public trust--starting with those in
your governmental
houses who
have made “unlawful” but “legal”
laws to facilitate the crimes.
Can
you not step forward in your own
goodness and require that these
criminals be held liable for violation of the public trust?
One modest proposal for action:
loot the congressional
retirement
fund, one of the most generous on
Earth--and--recall
those
already
being distributed to ability and extent and STOP further payments!
Even congressional felons are kept
comfortably
by you taxpayers, as
shown
clearly
above.
When
Congress gets into the casting about
for funds to restore the pensions of
retired workers, demand that the
extremely generous pensions members of Congress receive be diverted to making up the shortfall in
the average worker’s retirement.
VOTE OUT ALL THOSE WHO
VOTED FOR THE MOST RECENT
PAY
HIKE--CLEAN
HOUSE--AND SENATE TOO!
GET THEM BEFORE
GET YOU

THEY

I suggest you go for it in a big way
while you are at it. Refuse to further support the plunder, genocide
and mass stupidity.
DO YOU EVER GET ANGRY?
PUBLIC
CITIZENS,
DO YOU
EVERY
GET RIGHTEOUSLY
ANGRY?
Do you ever want to
lash out at gross injustice, at political corruption and the violations of
your rights as given forth in your
Constitution?
Or do you just drift
while expecting “someone else” to
protect your rights--maybe perhaps

your government?
I think you begin to see that it will never be so!
If you do, you must be in an endless
dither trying to figure out just
which battle to take on today. Listening to a newscast or reading the
daily paper gives you the feeling
that you are being maneuvered into
a series of new battles to be fought
at the time and place the ENEMY
SELECTS.
You are told with authority that
“you can’t win them all”. The fact
is, you have hardly won any, up to
now! Despite this, there is a sure
way to protect yourselves against all
present and potential invasions to
your liberties, and to regain the
ground already lost.
This should come as no surprise.
You wouldn’t have these battles on
your hands now if you had followed
the
rule
established
by your
Founding
Fathers and kept the
Constitution in full force and effect.
Thomas Jefferson told you there
was but one way to do it, “bind
down those we are obliged to trust
with power by the chains of the
Constitution.”
It was the best possible advice for
staying out of the clutches of tyrants
in the first place--and is the only
possible way you can get out of the
present dilemma.
Once you released the politicians
and
bureaucrats
from
their
“constitutional
chains” they began
extending their power over you as
swiftly and totally as possible, and
in a multitude of different ways.
If you fight them the hard way--one
fruitless battle at a time--you will be
drawn into every kind of a battle
your enemy wants to fight--just like
the attorneys who never end a case
in order to continue the dole, and
on the terms the enemy imposes.
The skillful multiplications of these
minor conquests was designed to
exhaust the people and leave you
little time, energy or resources for
5.
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the main job of restoring freedom.
Try the LIBERTY AMENDMENT
which has been designed to fight all
the multitude of apparently different battles at once--and m
by
restoring the Constitution
to full
force and effect. Once the amendment is applied, a multitude of diversified battles will be won.
Look carefully over the following
list of battles that would be won by
the application of the LIBERTY
AMENDMENT.
The list is by no
means complete, but if one or more
of these may be passing through
your now-thinking minds, body and
soul, then get together for the main
event and win them all at once, and
WIN BACK YOUR BLESSINGS OF
LIBERTY,
BECAUSE
THE LIBERTYAMENDMENT
WILL:
Balance the federal budget by reducing federal spending to a level
which you can afford, by limiting
federal spending to only those
purposes specified in the Constitution.
Stop the “withholding” tax, and
restore the right of the worker to
take home a full paycheck.
Stop IRS audits of your personal
income and affairs.
Bring down interestrate4 thereby
again making it possible for pedple, especially young people, to
enjoy the AMERICAN DREAM
of being able to own their homes,
as earlier generations were able
to do.
Stop inflation caused by govemment deficit spending.
Restore to city and county off
cials the right to run local affairs
without fe&ral intetference and
dictation.
Get rid of the federal Department
of Energy’s unconstitutional manipulation of and interference
with energy production.

Transfer to the states and the
people the millions of acres of
land, comprising one-third of the
total land area of the country,
which are now held by federal
government agencies in violation
of the U.S. Constitution.
Enable people to support charities of their own choice instead of
supporting expensive federal bureaucracies.
Stop the U.S. government from
taxing Americans to finance
communism and to support foreign governments with ‘foreign
aid”. Due to deficit spending,
foreign aid has in effect been financed with borrowed money.
The cost of the aid and the consequent compounding of the interest on the national debt has
now reached approximately $3
TRILLION--more than the national debt!

Bring your troops and equipment
home from the Middle East.
Stop the meddling in disputes
that are none of American’s
business.

Restore your independence from
foreign entanglements.

Stop providing military enforcement of special interests for the
wealthy elite establishment cartels such as with oil and other
banking rip-offs.

Prevent surrendering the U.S. to
“worldgovernment”.

Get the power business back to
economic management.

Eliminate the use of federal
“mental health” programs as political weapons.

Permanently arrest the threat of
socialized medicine, and bring
costs of same into affordable
limits.
Rescue you from the politicians’
“Ponzi-scheme” “social security”
trap.

Terminate the princely privilege
of rent free, tax exempt, subsidized political enterprises.

Cut federal spending to less than
half of what it is now and then
bring it totally under control
through the Constitutional procedures. r

Stop the political foul-up of your
economy, where high taxes and
stacks of regulations, plus foreign
aid to your competitors, cause
the destruction of domestic industries.

PUT AN END TO THE IRS
BEING USED TO HARASS
AND INTIMIDATE CITIZENS
WHO SPEAK UP FOR THEIR
RIGHTS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION.

Stop the federal government from
being the number one arms and
munitions merchant to the world.

Demonstrate the power and benefits of liberty to the captive peoples of the world and give forth
example of that which to pattem
governments.

Restore obedience to the Constitution, and put you back on
the road of greatness through lib-

Curtail federal government controls over human food and
health products.

erty.

Stop impoverishing the taxpayers
withpoverty programs.

Halt federal conji&ation of
enterprises
properties
and
through high taxes and burdensome regulations.

Halt the unconstitutional federal
control and takeover of public
schools; restore schools to local
control.

Limit the defense department to
the business of defending you,
and stop it from operating commercial enterprises in competition with those it is supposed to
defend.

Terminate federal controls, intet$erence, and harassment, of
private schools.
Eliminate the special privilege of
tax exemption for foundations.
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Stop the corruption of “urban renewal”.

Restore to the states the right to
set speed limits on the highways.
Liberate farmers from federal
controls.
Halt the federal harassment of
mining industries which is hindering domestic production and
causing needless and dangerous
dependence on foreign sources.
Restore honest money. Abolish
the Federal Reserve debt-money
swindle. Resume gold and silver
coinage.
Stop lending tax dollars to special interests.
Halt the tem’ble waste of billions
of hours and billion4 of dollars
worth of effort now wasted in
filling out unnecessary federal
government forms.
Stop the federal government from
funding programs which incite
racial tensions and strife.
Restore to elected state and local
governments the powers which
have been usurped by unelected
government”
bu‘regional
reaucracies.
Let the people concentrate on
productive pursuits instead of
spending time, energy
and
money playing crazy “tax loophole” games.

Limit federal courts to judicial
affairs; stop unconstitutional
“judiciallegislation”.
Stop government competition
withpn’vate enterprise.
Put and end to the federal
takeover of local police forces by
means of federal grants, controls
and “guidelines”.
Stop the IRS from interfeting
withreligious affairs.
Stop the “one world order” now
under way through the usurpation of the government by the
United Nations which is run by
the Establishment Elite.
AND--OH, YES. DON’T FORGET--IT WILL REPEAL THE
FEDERAL
PERSONAL
INCOME TAX!
THIS TAX IS
ILLEGAL AND ENFORCED
BY A PRIVATE
POLICE
FORCE.
IT
WILL RETURN
THE
GOVERNMENT INTO THE
HANDS OF YOU THE PEOPLE.
IT WILL REESTABLISH STATE SOVEREIGNTY
AND POLITICLANS WILL BE
DIRECTLY AND LOCALLY
ANSWERABLE TO YOU THE
PEOPLE.
There are so many more advantages that I have not the time to list
here.
Since so many problems
would be solved by this ONE ACT-and since so many peoples’ special
areas of interest are covered by it-why shouldn’t you apply yourselves
to the one great task of passing the
LIBERTY AMENDMENT?
The amendment is drawn and ready
for support and action--why do you
not utilize it to regain control of all
that which has been ripped from
you?
There is no need to fight on all the
separate fronts when you can unite
and approach freedom
from the

positive standpoint.
The LIBERTY AMENDMENT
would automatically eliminate many threats
you now fear, rectify wrongs that
have occurred, and promote a climate of freedom and security for all
of you.
There are nine of your wondrous
states who have endorsed the LIBERTY AMENDMENT:
WYOMING,
TEXAS,
NEVADA,
LOUISIANA,
GEORGIA,
SOUTH
CAROLINA,
MISSISSIPPI, ARIZONA
AND INDIANA.
I SUGGEST THAT THE MAJORITY
OF YOU THE PEOPLE
HAVE
NEVER BEEN ALLOWED TO SO
MUCH AS “‘HEAR” ABOUT SUCH
A THING.
SO BE IT, FOR YOU
WHO LAG WILL BE “‘HAD” IN
THE FINAL TALLY AND BRING
YOUR BRETHREN
DOWN WITH
you!
For further information
I suggest
you contact America West Publishers--phone
afid address
given,
and/or contact “YES ON 23, Box
2386,
El
Cajon,
CA
92021.
PHONE: (619) 579-8500. You will
be able to establish personalization
of all records and petition forms to
suit individual state requirements.
TEXT OF LIBERTY
AMENDMENT
Sec. 1. The Government of
the United States shall not
engage in any business,
professional,
commercial,
financial or industrial enterprise except as specified
in the Constitution.
Sec. 2. The Constitution or
laws of any State, or the
laws of the United States,
shall not be subject to the
terms of any foreign or
domestic agreement which
would abrogate this amendment.
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Sec. 4. Three years after
the
ratification
of this
amendment
the sixteenth
article of amendments
to
the Constitution
of the
United States shall stand
repealed
and
thereafter
Congress
shall not levy
taxes on personal incomes,
estates, and/or gifts.
BY THE WAY--IF YOU CONTACT YOUR FEDERAL
CONWILL
GRESSMEN
YOU
PROBABLY
BE TOLD THAT
“THE LIBERTY
AMENDMENT
IS DEAD” OR YOU WILL GET
TOTAL LACK OF INFORMATION.
THIS HAS HAPPENED
IN ALMOST EVERY INSTANCE
AS OUR
WORKERS
HAVE
CONTACTED
SENATORS AND
I SUGREPRESENTATIVES.
GEST YOU GO WITH YOUR
FELLOW
CITIZENS
AND BYPASS
THE
FEDERAL
CONGRESS
FOR
YOU
CAN
SEE THAT
YOU W&L PUT
THE
CRIMINALS
OUT
OF
BUSINESS!!
TAKE POSITIVE
ACTION AND YOU CAN TURN
YOUR
PREDICAMENT
INTO
THE GLORY OF A NATIONAL
REBIRTHING!
I PETITION
YOU TO MAKE THE EFFORT!
VOTE VERY CAREFULLY
IN
THE
UPCOMING
ELECTION
AND TAKE CONTROL,
ONCE
AGAIN,
OF YOUR
NATION
THROUGH
YOUR CONSTITUTION! YOU,CAN DO IT IF YOU
WANT TO!
Allow us to close as the writing has
been indeed long. Thank you for
your service, Dharma, and you of
the group who work endlessly in

Sec. 3. The activities of the
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United States Government
which violate the intent and
purposes
of this amendment shall, within a period
of three years from the date
of the ratification
of this
amendment,
be liquidated
and the properties and facilities affected
shall be
sold.
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behalf of your brothers.
you in humble honor
preciation.
I move
clear.

to stand-by.

I salute
and ap-

Hatonn

to

*******
THE PHOENIX JOURNALS:
Sipapu Odyssey
And They Called His Name Immanuel
Space Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privacy In a Fishbowl
Cry of The Phoenix
Crucifiiion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plunder
of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Slay The Dragon
The Naked Phoenix
Blood And Ashes
OUR NEWEST JOURNALS
FIRESTORM
IN BABYLON
THE TIME IS COME
by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn

FOR YOU WHO STAND IN
TRUTH--THERE
SHALL
BE
PEACE IN THE VALLEY FOR
GOD EXTENDS
HIS
YOU!
HAND; HE HAS AGAIN SENT
HIS “SON” AND THE “HOSTS”
WHO
WILL
AFORE
HIM.
TAKE OF HIS HAND?
WHO
WILL THEN TAKE OF THINE
BROTHER’S HAND?
PHOENIX

JOURNAL EXPRESS
BOOK
The first two volumes (26 issues) of
our newsletter made into a book.
This is excellent for reference since
every heading is indexed (8 pages).
8 l/2” X 11” This Journal only is
$15. See shipping & postage below.
The price is $10 per JOURNAL,
10% discount on orders of 4 or
more.
California
residents
add 6.75%
sales tax. Add shipping, UPS $3.25
and $1.00 each additional or U.S.
Mail $2.00 for first title and $1.00
each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America
your Local Distributor.

West

or

Express is $20 per 13 issues
(including back issues for the period).

History is repeating itself--in ever
shortening cycles. It is he who can
learn from history who will prevail.

Send orders
and Payments
to:
America West Distributors,
P.O.
Box 986 Tehachapi, CA. 93581.

This book is a review of the several
attempts to start Nuclear War I
during the past ten years and how
the
current
that
relates
to
(September,
1990) Middle East
“Crisis in the Gulf
The world teeters on the Abyss of
total all-out nuclear war, the military bases of the U.S., foreign and
domestic, have been stripped of
men and equipment, and the news
media (controlled by political and
financial cartels) work diligently to
obscure the truth.

For credit card orders Telephone
800 729-4131.
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PHOENIX COUNCIL FOR
ACTION (PCA)
For those who want to know how
they can help save our Constitution--we now are offering a detailed
kit of information
about
our
government and the Constitution to
help in preserving our freedoms.
The kit is available to individuals or
groups for $8.00 per kit, or for $20
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POST PAID with RAPE OF THE
CONSTITUTION
book included.
PHOENIX JOURNAL LECTURE
VIDEOTAPE
by George Green
America West is now offering a 50
minute color videotape of publisher
George Green’s recent lecture at
the Denver Global Sciences ConThe
lecture
covers
ference.
with
history
George’s
long
and
so-called
extraterrestrials
UFO’s. The lecture explains early
contacts with Swiss contactee Billy
Meier, slides are presented showing
various craft, and the talk moves
recent
contact
with
the
into
Pleiadeans which has resulted in
publication of the Phoenix Journals
and Phoenix Express Newsletter.
This
lecture
is an
excellent
introduction
and summary of the
material presented
by our space
brothers.
The cost is $19.95 (plus
6.75% sales tax Calif. residents)
plus $2.50 shipping/handling.
REQUEST TO READERS
We respectfully ask that you send
us the name and address of individuals . . . sons, friends stationed
overseas in the Iraqi situation. We
would like to begin dissemination
of information to those on the front
lines but need direct contacts that
the information
not be blocked.
Thank you for your assistance.
UPLOADING

VOLUNTiERS

Are you willing to upload the Express or relevant information, on a
volunteer
basis, onto computer
We need the
bulletin boards?
willing hands - contact America
West at (805) 822-9655.
THE WORD MUST GO FORTH
,

